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Lighting guarantees the well-being and 
safety of people, in any context: 

Recent technological innovations offer new scenarios, such as: 

• LED usage 

• Customised and modifiable light management 

• Internet of Things (IoT) applications 

However, the need to deliver efficient solutions and reduced energy consumption  

remains.

SMART LIGHTING meets these needs, because it combines Well-being and Safety 

for people with Efficiency and Energy Savings.

How?

By making light fittings smart and giving them the ability to 
communicate, exchange signals and data with other devices 
and objects.

SMART LIGHTING

1 
domestic

2 
workplace

3 
urban
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The lighting system  
becomes a network of connections
The infrastructure allows for the adjustment of the light flux, programmed 

switching on and off, performance monitoring, consumption trends and the 

status of each device. Thanks to sensors installed within the lighting fixtures, the 

amount of light at any specific location is detected and, by means of real-time data 

processing, always provides the correct level of lighting.

By using sensors and devices to collect temperature, humidity and air quality 

information, lighting fixtures are transformed into smart nodes of larger networks; 

they capture images and recognise details (for example, traffic data), exchange this 

information with video surveillance systems, activate specific responses, or send 

alerts to control personnel.

From Gewiss' experience, the Smart Lighting program was developed. 

INTERACTIVE, the smart solutions system that makes it possible to improve 

efficiency, safety and flexibility at every stage of the installation’s life, in a simple 

and intuitive manner. 

PLANNING SUPPLY  TURNKEY 
INSTALLATION 

 PROGRAMMED 
MAINTENANCE

Piazza Santa Giulia 
(Milan)
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    SPORT
From simple gyms or single-function spaces, sports areas have become interactive 

places that accommodate different types of activities and different levels of 

competition. This requires spaces and installations to have multifunctional flexibility, 

so they become “smart” places, interconnected and easy to manage in order to 

always match the level of the competition. IoT solutions ensure that features can be 

customised based upon requirements.
 

Learn more from the Gewiss Solution SPORT brochure.

“Claudio Casati” Sports Centre  
(Brianza Carate MB)



SPORT  
APPLICATION AREAS

Management of ON/OFF and DIMMING systems.

Management of complex scenarios.

 Monitoring of energy consumption.

Scheduling of events.

WIRED SMART SOLUTION

WIRELESS SMART SOLUTION

sport outdoor
 

sport indoor 

 

parking 

changing rooms
 

technical areas

 

public areas

where

what

How



     CITY LANDSCAPE
Street lighting has been transformed thanks to new energy-saving LED 

technologies and the use of remote control, that makes it possible to program  

pre-established lighting scenarios within time slots. The light is delivered only when 

necessary, reducing  consumption. However, the Smart City concept goes even 

further, making lighting smart and adaptive. 

Thanks to devices that detect traffic intensity, natural light, pollution and air 

movement, action can be taken on the road system to preserve air quality while 

ensuring the safety of people and drivers.
 

Learn more from the Gewiss Solution CITY LANDSCAPE brochure.



CITY LANDSCAPE 
APPLICATION ENVIRONMENTS

Management of installation status and activities.

Monitoring of energy consumption and  

environmental parameters.

Integration with control and monitoring systems. 

Scheduling of activities.

WIRED SMART SOLUTION

WIRELESS SMART SOLUTION

parking

   

ports and airports

sorting areas

urban areas

where

what

How



     INDUSTRY
Workspaces, both industrial and corporate, require the same  multifaceted lighting 

applications that are to be found in public and social contexts.  

The ability to integrate and have the LED lighting system communicate with 

smart technologies allows the full potential of the light to be exploited, making 

the lighting system an indispensable infrastructure in the Factory 4.0. Work and 

production spaces become places that adapt quickly to social and work changes, 

thanks to systems that favour the well-being of the workforce and the flexibility of 

production processes.
 

Learn more from the Gewiss Solution INDUSTRY brochure. 

For more information: CITYLANDSCAPE Solution brochure

Elah Dufour S.p.A.
(Novi Ligure, AL)



INDUSTRY APPLICATION  
AREAS

Management of ON/OFF and DIMMING systems.

Management and planning of maintenance activities. 

Monitoring of energy consumption.

WIRED SMART SOLUTION

WIRELESS SMART SOLUTION

manufacturing areas
   

logistics areas  
 

parking 

office areas
   

public areas
   

transit areas

what

How

where



What are the main characteristics of 
smart lighting?
Remote adjustment of the light flux and configuration of light points 
The system offers adaptive adjustment of light based upon presence detection 
and indoor and outdoor ambient brightness solutions.

System performance analysis, energy consumption monitoring and 
predictive functions
Through operational data analysis, fault and outage monitoring, maintenance 
can be adjusted to the specific needs of the installation.

System management using dedicated software
The system collects, processes and transmits energy and operational data via 
the management platform; all of this is also accessible on the cloud platform.

Programming function and definition of desired operating profiles
On/off timer programming can be performed for a single lamp or a group of lamps.

Energy saving and environmental sustainability
Highly efficient LED light fixtures integrated with light control and regulation 
systems, to further reduce energy consumption curtailing waste and reducing light 
pollution.

Modularity 
The system adapts to any public lighting scenario and industrial environment thanks 
to the possibility of the progressive integration of the system.

Flexibility  
The system can be integrated with third-party devices, creating truly interconnected 
architecture with minimal installation costs.
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SMART LIGHTING 
INTERACTIVE 
SOLUTIONS
Gewiss offers four different types to cover all installation requirements: two solutions for 
hardwired systems and two for wireless systems.

ENDURANCE 
WIRED

FUNCTIONAL 
WIRELESS

FUNCTIONAL  
WIRED

ENDURANCE 
WIRELESS

Click on the  
circles to browse



FUNCTIONAL 
WIRED



advantages
• Customisation:
choose the amount  
of light present in the environment.

• Manual control: 
easily adapt the light to your needs.

• Customisation of 
lighting  
levels:
each device is used based on the actual 
lighting requirements required for the 
visual task.

savings
• Installation phase: 
The system architecture and 
installation are simple and intuitive. 

• Energy saving: 
Constant adjustment of the devices’ 
power guarantees optimised 
consumption.

•Reduced  
investment return 
time: 
great energy savings combined with 
defined investment guarantees a very 
rapid return on investment.

FUNCTIONAL WIRED
The Gewiss Functional Wired proposal exploits the DALI system and has all the 
advantages of a simple, streamlined architecture but with a varied and flexible range 
of features.

The use of a PCU or DALI repeater combined with Gewiss lighting fixtures with DALI 
power supply permits:

• manual adjustment of the lighting level

• creation of equipment groups

Equipping the structure with DALI presence and brightness sensors creates a truly 
smart infrastructure capable of:

• regulating the switching on and off of appliances  
autonomously or manually 

• automatically adjusting the required lighting level  
    to optimise energy savings

The system, thanks to its openness, allows upgrades to be made to it at various 
stages, to improve and add features that are perfectly adaptable to specific needs.

The Functional Wired offer provides all the advantages in terms of comfort, energy  
savings, adaptability and automation, and also offers a simple and functional Smart 
lighting solution at an attractive price.
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PUSH-BUTTONS

DALI PCU
To manage up to  
25 DALI ECGs  

per device

DALI REPEATERS
To manage up to  
64 DALI ECGs 
per repeater

PRESENCE/LUMINOSITY SENSORS
• Flush-mounting • Integrated/Stand Alone • Master-Slave

IR REMOTE CONTROL
[OPTIONAL]

To schedule
manage the system

GEWISS LIGHTING FIXTURES WITH DALI DRIVERS

 

 2

PUSH-BUTTONS

SMART [3] SMART [4] ESALITESMART [PRO] 2.0 ESALITE
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EXAMPLE
INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATION
Industrial lighting system with automatic or manual management using  
presence and brightness sensors

 

SMART SENSOR [3]

SMART [4]



ENDURANCE
WIRED



ENDURANCE WIRED
KNX
KNX is a standard Building Automation communication protocol that meets key 
European and international standards. The system alows for automated system  
integration for the management and control of some functions, including:

• lighting 

• energy management

• heating supervision

• ventilation and air conditioning

• water and alarm control

• management of electrical power meters  
 and appliances

• audio systems

The use of KNX technology within installations results in significant energy savings, 
thanks to the management and control of the different functions. It also improves 
comfort and safety in the workplace. As it is an open system, it can be integrated 
with pre-existing third-party KNX systems, for maximum flexibility during the 
design phase. 

In addition to the management of energy savings, KNX offers various types of 
advantages:an electrical installation that is flexible to change and to expansion, 
greater efficiency in the operation and maintenance of the building, an increase in 
safety for tangible assets and people and, last but not least, a high level of comfort 
and well-being in inhabited spaces, both in public and residential buildings.

advantages
•  Interoperability: 
All devices certified with the KNX 
standard are fully compatible  
and interchangeable. 

• Flexibility of the 
installation:
automation projects can be customised 
with the wide range of devices, for 
unlimited configurations.

savings
• Reduced operating 
costs: 
Systems are activated only when they 
are actually needed. Lighting can be 
automatically controlled according 
to the intensity of the natural light. 
The interconnection of the various 
functions, through a management 
system, keeps a check on the building 
and the energy necessary for its use.

• Rapid return on 
investment: 
the investment costs required to 
optimise energy use are considerably 
low compared to the results obtained, 
with payback of the costs incurred that 
can be achieved within a short period 
of time.
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ACTUATOR
ON/OFF – KNX 1-10V ACTUATOR – 

KNX

GATEWAY
DALI / KNX

THERMOSTAT TEMPERATURE
AND HUMIDITY

SENSOR
KNX CONTACT

INTERFACE
KNX PUSH-BUTTON

TOUCHSCREEN 
PANEL

WEATHER 
SENSORS

KNX PUSH-
BUTTON 
PANEL

KNX ACTUATOR
WITH

ENERGY METER

KNX ENERGY
METER

PRESENCE AND 
BRIGHTNESS 

SENSOR

MOTION DETECTOR
WITH TWILIGHT SWITCH 

CONTROLLER

TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR

TOUCHSCREEN
PANEL

KNX PUSH-
BUTTON PANEL

GATEWAY
DMX/KNX

STADIUM PRO 3SMART [3] SMART [4] ESALITE ESALITE SMART [PRO] 2.0
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DOMOTIC 
KNX

ACCESSORIES

KNX
DOMOTICS

COMMANDS



EXAMPLE 
SPORTS INSTALLATION
Sports facility with energy and lighting management using KNX protocol

KNX ACTUATOR  
WITH  

KNX GATEWAY

SMART PRO POWER METER KNX POWER SUPPLY



FUNCTIONAL 
WIRELESS



FUNCTIONAL WIRELESS
FUNCTIONAL WIRELESS control systems manage the correct light flux of the 
device or illumination system in a  simply manner. The sensors adjust the light flux 
according to any presence detected and natural light, guaranteeing additional energy 
savings.  
This type of installation can be implemented without adding any further cables. 
The devices are connected directly to the lighting fixtures, thus also allowing for the 
optimisation of installation costs.

• wireless system
A wireless control device is connected to each lighting fixture that receives 
commands directly from the brightness and presence sensor. The entire system 
can be configured thanks to the gateway and app available for smartphones and 
tablets .

 

• Hybrid system

A brightness and presence sensor or wireless control device can be connected to one 
or more devices for online management of different groups.

Hybrid
Lighting  
System

DALI Wireless
Sensor

DALI devices

230Vac

S
Wireless Control 

Systems

Hybrid
Lighting 
System

Wireless DALI
 Controller

DALI devices

230Vac

Wireless Control 
Systems C

Wireless
Lighting  
System

Sensor
Wireless

DALI devices combined with a 
Wireless Controller

230Vac

S

C C

Wireless Control 
Systems

C

advantages
• Smartphone or PC 
Configuration:
any Tablet, Smartphone or PC device 
can be used to  
 configure and control  
the sensors.

• Management  
and Control:
By means of software and APPs, 
it is possible to configure, monitor 
and control each integrated system 
and every connected device, either 
manually or automatically.

• System  
integration:
Light fixtures can be integrated with 
Building Automation systems, to 
manage lighting, and domotics.

savings
• Installation: 
wireless connections between sensors 
and control modules avoid additional 
wiring and reduce labor costs.

• Energy saving
: the use of sensors combined with 
the installation of analog or digital 
dimmable devices results in significant  
energy savings.

• Rapid return on 
investment:
the labour and product savings 
required for the installation and/or 
upgrading of existing systems allow for 
a quick return on investment.



WIRELESS 
DEVICE  

configuration app

GATEWAY 
wireless bluetooth 868MHz

portable, equipped with 
power-on button and 4 

configurable
buttons for sending  

commands

SERVER 
for centralised  

system management

TOUCH PANEL / WEB-BASED APP
management and configuration of 

the lighting system

CONTROLLER
wireless for managing  

devices 
with 1/10V or DALI drivers.

CONTROLLER
internal wireless, for integration 
into lighting fixtures with DALI 

drivers

DALI-SENSE 
wireless multi-sensor 

manages a group of wired 
DALI devices

Brightness and motion sensor 
equipped with wireless 
controller for managing 

devices with 1/10V or DALI 
drivers

SMART [3] SMART [4] ESALITE ESALITE STADIUM PRO 3SMART [PRO] 2.0
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Architettura del sistema
ZETAQLAB Srl – Presentazione Aziendale

I nostri Controller e Sensori wireless possono essere interconnessi tra loro e lavorare come prodotti stand-alone,
configurati semplicemente tramite App.

RFxDRIVER RFxNODE RFxSENSOR DALI-SENSERFxLT

868 MHz

Stand
Alone ZQ Light Link

App
DALI-SENSE

App

Connessione diretta 
dell’App ai 

MultiSensori
tramite Bluetooth 

Connessione dell’App ai 
moduli del sistema 

tramite gateway 
Bluetooth-868MHz 

RFxGATE
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Architettura del sistema
ZETAQLAB Srl – Presentazione Aziendale

I nostri Controller e Sensori wireless possono essere interconnessi tra loro e lavorare come prodotti stand-alone,
configurati semplicemente tramite App.

RFxDRIVER RFxNODE RFxSENSOR DALI-SENSERFxLT

868 MHz

Stand
Alone ZQ Light Link

App
DALI-SENSE

App

Connessione diretta 
dell’App ai 

MultiSensori
tramite Bluetooth 

Connessione dell’App ai 
moduli del sistema 

tramite gateway 
Bluetooth-868MHz 

RFxGATE
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Software
ZETAQLAB Srl – Presentazione Aziendale

Gestisce l’impianto d’illuminazione associato ad un singolo modulo ZQxSERVER.

Diagnostica e livelli dei gruppi di apparecchi.

Elenco degli eventi di sistema (avarie, log, ecc.)

Mappe statiche.

Web-App per la gestione di un singolo modulo ZQxSERVER

xDASHBOARD

Accesso da browser web.

Elenco personalizzabile dei comandi da impartire ai vari gruppi di apparecchi.

Visualizzazione ed esportazione dei consumi energetici.

Singolo utente.

xDASHBOARD TOUCH

xDASHBOARD

Versione TOUCH: realizza pulsantiere virtuali per Touch Panel

GATEWAY 
wireless Ethernet 868MHz
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EXAMPLE 
INDUSTRIAL INSTALLATION
Industrial lighting system with automatic or manual management using  
presence and brightness sensors

SENSOR 
AND WIRELESS 
CONTROLLER

 

CONTROLLER  
WIRELESS

ESALITE

GATEWAY 
PORTABLE



ENDURANCE 
WIRELESS



ENDURANCE WIRELESS
The  ENDURANCE WIRELESS indoor / outdoor offer provides a complete system 
interconnected with different devices that are able to:

• manage and control the lighting system

• monitor energy consumption

• detect and measure different environmental conditions: 
    temperature, humidity, wind, pollution 

• identify and recognise objects

The open system makes it possible to communicate with third-party solutions. 
There are multiple services: event management and planning, status monitoring 
and equipment control, and the implementation of periodic maintenance plans 
remotely. It is also possible to draw up systematic reports for the constant analysis 
of consumption, system status and other indicators.
The ENDURANCE WIRELESS offer makes it possible to implement an efficient 
project that connects the infrastructure of sports facilities, buildings and cities. 
This integration enables centralised monitoring and control to increase system 
efficiency and reduce costs.
Devices communicate via the LoRaWAN TM protocol, a long-range wireless 
technology that transmits data via a gateway to the Cloud 
platform, especially suitable for passing through physical objects and has low  
energy consumption. The main features of the LoRaWAN TM protocol are:

• long communication distance (>5 km urban, >10 km extra-urban)

• long battery life 

• low cost

• security (encryption applied at each level)

advantages
• Interoperability: 
the system is open and easily 
integrated with  
pre-installed third-party systems, 
without further investments in new 
infrastructures.

• Planning  
and Control: 
The platform manages all types of 
tasks and updates for connected 
devices, and system status reports can 
also be generated.

• Remote 
management: 
the system makes it possible to set 
up optimal scenarios for planning the 
required lighting.

• Real-time 
monitoring: 
the data collected concerning the 
status and consumption of the devices 
permit further optimisation. If there 
is no internet connection, the system 
guarantees uninterrupted operation.

savings
• Efficiency: 
The constant measurement of 
consumption parameters reduces 
waste and ensures smart control 
of roads, urban areas, industrial 
installations and sports facilities.

• Easy installation: 
The installation method is simple and 
intuitive, allowing staff familiar with 
traditional procedures to intervene.

• Energy saving: 
the management of the lighting 
system through pre-set scenarios 
allows for significant energy savings, 
managing light only when needed. 
Control and early scheduling of system 
maintenance prevent occurrences  
of faults and additional expenses.

INDOOR

Local or 
Cellular 

Network

OUTDOOR

Cloud

Portable

Web
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CUSTOM 
REPORTS

WIRELESS 
NODE

AI CAMERA POLLUTION 
SENSOR

LIGHT  
SENSOR

T&H  
SENSOR

PARKING 
SENSOR

METERING  
NODE

Quick Ready Option Full Management Option

LOCAL 
COMMAND FACEPLATES

EFFICIENCY PLATFORM

EFFICIENCY 
LIGHTING

EFFICIENCY 
METERING 

EFFICIENCY 
MAINTENANCE

EFFICIENCY PLATFORM

GatewayGateway

ZAGHA 
ANTENNA 

NEMA
ANTENNA 

SMART [3] SMART [4] ESALITE ESALITE SMART [PRO] 2.0 STADIUM PRO 3 ROAD [5]

EFFICIENCY MODULE

Cloud Cloud

end user end user
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Quick Ready Option
The Quick Ready solution makes it possible to make the system smart in a simple and 
intuitive manner. The use of some wireless communication devices connected inside the 
electrical panel and near the lighting equipment enables:
• management of lighting scenarios through the use of a customisable 
   APP available for Smartphones/Tablets or PCs
• real-time monitoring of electricity consumption and system status 
• automatic system notifications (e.g. exceeding limit  
   thresholds)
 IT IS also possible to request periodic customisable reports on: electricity consumption, 
system life cycle, etc. thanks to the GEWISS centralised control service.

advantages
• Platform: 
optimised and easy management  
of the system.

• Ease of use: 
Control app with easy-to-customise 
controls, available for smartphone/
tablet or PC.

• Support: 
sending of periodic reports concerning 
the information managed by the 
system (e.g. consumption, system 
status, number of power-ups, etc.).

 

savings
• Easy installation: 
quick and easy installation.

• Energy saving: 

light management only when needed.

• Fast return on 
investment: 
energy management combined with 
light control and easy installation 
means a quick return on investment.

Full Management Option
The Full Management solution is designed to provide end-user functionality across the 
entire system for intelligent management of:
• streets and urban areas
• large industrial installations
• structures and multipurpose sports facilities

Ongoing detection in the field reduces waste through continuous control of:
• lighting levels
• energy consumption
• maintenance plans

advantages
• Platform: 
complete and centralized management  
of the system.

• Ease of use: 
view all tasks on a single remote 
console.

• Optimisation:  
complete management and control of 
all system activities.

• Customisation:
possibility of choosing between 
different service packages (lighting, 
metering, maintenance).

• Planning: 
manual and automatic programming of 
different lighting levels.

savings
• Efficiency: 
effective management and monitoring 
of lighting systems and reduction of CO2 
emissions.

• Easy installation: 
guaranteed support and training during 
installation.

• Energy saving: 

Reduce consumption and losses thanks 
to monitoring by intelligent systems.

WIRELESS 
NODE

METERING  
NODE

Gateway
KWH

Cloud



FULL MANAGEMENT
Efficiency Platform
The platform consists mainly of a Web  dashboard that allows the user to perform all 
types of management and control tasks for any connected device.

Efficiency Module

Efficiency  Basic Platform
Fuctions

• Geo-location of the Projects on a map both, on 
the outdoor environment using Google Maps,  
and on indoor environments with importation  
of plans in different formats

• Historical archive of user access and modification

• Multi-user, permission group and device 
management

• Device placement view

• View functionality, history

Efficiency Advanced 
Platform 
Functions

• Manage device-to-device interaction

• Manage device-to-device interaction and system 
notifications

• Create periodic calendar events on an annual basis

Efficiency Lighting
• Management: configuration and monitoring of each 
individual/group of devices/equipment.
• Analytics – the platform provides multiple levels of analysis  

that can be used to view and control performance, 
consumption, etc.

• Control: the platform enables fast action on devices by means 
of dashboards for viewing and sending commands  
in real time. 

• Program and model: making it possible to create a program 
for configuring weekly sets of rules for the device.

• Planning – making it possible to program the lighting levels.  
The system automatically selects the right program  
based upon that which has been applied in the calendar.  
This functionality allows lighting fixtures to be fully 
automated.

Efficiency Metering
• Consumption control: the user can see the full summary of 

the different meters and their measurements. Widgets show 
current and past consumption and cost estimates based on 
programs applied for the selected time duration.

• Energy management: the scheduler function makes it 
possible to assign, organise and automate the programme.  
The scheduler provides an annual calendar where programmes 
can be assigned in order to create timely calculations applied 
to a variety of operating conditions.

Efficiency Maintenance
• Planning: the user can add and manage intervention and 

maintenance plans through the platform.
• Alerts: alarms detected by the system can be integrated 

with the already scheduled interventions thereby reducing 
«downtime».

• Send Push notifications: the application allows the 
maintenance technician to receive maintenance schedules 
directly on their smartphone.

• Document sharing: each intervention has a detail sheet 
allowing the person carrying out the maintenance to receive 
all of the information necessary for the intervention.

 .



EXAMPLE 
SPORTS INSTALLATION
Sports facility with wireless lighting management and energy control  
via remote controller.

WIRELESS NODE

DISTRIBUTION BOARD 

SMART PRO

SMART METERING

Gateway

Cloud



SMART CITY 
INSTALLATION EXAMPLE 
Centralised management of smart cities.

Integration of complex lighting systems with any urban monitoring system 
(environmental parameters, safety, traffic, etc.), strategic data analysis and fully 
customisable operating rules.

Gateway

Cloud



SERVICES 
GEWISS



Gewiss services for design, installation 
and maintenance

Project 
Proposal

A lighting and 
electrotechnical 
project is drafted 
using LED and DALI 
systems and with 
the most suitable 
IoT systems

Energy 
Audit
Free

An Audit is drawn 
up based upon the 
current state of the 
installation and the 
energy consumption 
of the facility

Disposal 
of the old 
installation

Once the contract 
is approved, we 
will remove and 
dispose of your old 
installation

Testing and 
certification

The testing of the new 
installation is carried 
out and the level 
of Energy Saving is 
certified

Periodic 
maintenance

A periodic system 
maintenance plan is 
prepared to ensure that 
system performance is 
always in line with the 
Investment Return plan

Installation 
of new 
system

Specialised technicians 
handle the installation 
of the new system 
to ensure the highest 
standards of work and 
correct programming 
of the management 
system

Always new 
installation

At the end  of the 
investment return plan, 
you can decide whether 
to replace the entire 
installation with a new 
system, activating  
the program again

Agreement

The proposal  
acceptance and 
contract are signed 



A single  
Partner for your Installation
With 50 years of experience in the electrical and electronic sector, Gewiss is able 

to offer complete and integrated solutions for your entire Sports facility, from 

Installation Solutions, Energy Management and Connected Building, up to Lighting 

Solutions and Mobility Solutions.

Energy  
Management

Installation 
solutions

Connected  
Building

Mobility 
Solutions

Lighting 
Solutions
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